Throughout this half term our learning project is called Stargazers. Below are
nine different homework activities related to our topic for you to complete.
From the nine, we would expect six of these tasks to be completed by the end
of this half term. It is up to you which six you choose and also how often you
hand a piece of work in. Homework should be of the same standard we expect
you to produce in school — if you need any equipment please ask. (However,
you can complete more than five if you would like.) You will continue to receive
your spellings, reading and times tables.

Task 1
Keep a moon diary
over a month — draw
the shape of the moon
each night. Find out
the correct term for
each lunar phase
(phase of the moon)
and draw it.

Task 2
Task 3
Design you own space Create a cartoon strip
helmet or alien
(minimum 6 pictures)
headgear. You could about an alien coming
even make it out of
to earth or an earthling
junk materials or paper going to another alien
mache
planet.

Task 4
Find out the names of
some of the
constellations. Try to
spot them in the night
sky on a clear night.
Draw them carefully
and label them.

Task 5
Design your own planet. Would you have
rings or a moon/
moons. What colour or
pattern would it have.
Would life be able to
survive on it?

Task 7
Create a space scrap
book or collage.

Task 8
Task 9
Find out the names of Draw or make a model
all the astronauts that
of the solar system—
have visited the moon. show all the planets in
Write down interesting
order.
facts about them and
the dates they visited.

Task 6
Watch a space
themed film or read a
space themed book
and write a review
about it. How many
stars would you give
it?

